
Weekly Newsletter - 21/05/21
Dear  Parents,

We certainly are having some wild and 
windy weather at the moment. I’m sure 
that you will all agree with me that 
Summer can not get here soon enough.
It has come to my attention that there are 
quite a few parents having disputes with 
each other out in the community. 
Obviously these cases are very 
unfortunate and can be distressing for the 
children. I would like to draw your focus 
back to our Rights Based Values here at 
Star. We have all been through a lot 
together over the past year and it is 
understandable that tensions can run 
high. However mutual respect and 
tolerance is a key feature of our Star 
community. In a year when some of our 
community have lost so much, and others 
have sacrificed so much, I appeal to you 
all to be even kinder and put differences 
aside.
I am delighted to share with you that after 
much delay, we have today announced 
our Year 6 prefects. I am very proud of 
each and every one of them.
Have a lovely weekend.
Best wishes
Ms Von

Disruption Ahead   
As some of you may remember, we had a heating systems failure in January and had to have some 
extensive work done in the lower hall and bottom floor classrooms. Unfortunately, we now need to 
replace the entire heating system in the school. This work is scheduled to take place over the 
summer holidays but I have been informed that the engineers will need complete access to the top 
floor two weeks before the holidays. This will cause major disruptions to all top floor classes. We 
have worked very hard on a plan to rehouse all classes to a suitable location and build the last two 
weeks around these disruptions. I will keep parents informed and be sending out detailed plans after 
the Half Term break. I will do my very best to keep all classes in school as I know that children have 
had a very disrupted year. Thank you very much for your support in this matter.

Design and Technology Day!
This week year 5 dedicated a whole day to creating a Viking 
weapon! The children researched, planned, designed and created 
a Viking Catapult using wooden blocks, an elastic band and a 
bottle cap! The children had the amazing opportunity to use a saw 
and a hot glue gun to create their masterpieces. One year 5 child 
stated "We enjoyed the experience of building the catapult and 
working together to complete the project", while another 
commented that "We really enjoyed firing the Catapult and 
creating a video to evaluate our project". Overall, the children had 
a fun filled day where they acquired a range of D&T skills!
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